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ABSTRACT

Perturbed Angular Correlation (P AC) and Hall measurements were used to investigate the

stability of the passivating Cd-H complex in GaAs after low energy H implantation (150 eV,

1014 cm-2) at 300 K. From the observed Cd-H pair formation and reduction of hole concentra-
tion it is deduced that about 10 % of the implanted H atoms form pairs with the Cd atoms. The

influence of the dopant depth profile on the apparent stability in zero bias isochronal annealing

experiments is reported. After H loading a reduction of carrier mobility is observed, which is
stable up to about 400 K. The formation of Cd-H pairs after low energy H implantation into InP

was studied by PAC. By measuring the fraction of pairs in an isochronal annealing experiment,

the stability of the pairs is deduced yielding a dissociation energy ofED = 1.8(1) eV.

INTRODUCTION

The role of hydrogen in semiconductors and its ability to passivate the electrical activity of

shallow and deep impurity levels both in elemental and compound semiconductors has initiated

intensive studies of this phenomenon [1,2]. Especially in Ill-V semiconductors, the stability of

the formed defect-hydrogen complexes up to temperatures around 500 K opens the possibility of

using hydrogen to create localized layers with different resistivities during device fabrication [3].

Chevallier et al. [4] summarized the present understanding of hydrogen in Ill-V semiconductors.

Due to the presence of different defects acting as hydrogen traps, the identification of a unique

hydrogen-related defect configuration by measuring electrical properties of the sample is only

possible in combination with techniques being sensitive on an atomic scale. This simultaneous

presence of different defect species interacting with hydrogen leads also to the observation of an

apparent stability of the electrical passivation. For the case of Cd doped GaAs, the formation of

Cd-H pairs after introduction of hydrogen by low energy ion implantation and after plasma

loading has been demonstrated using the perturbed yy angular correlation technique (PAC) [5,6].

Combining the PAC technique with electrical measurements on identical samples for the

case of acceptor passivation by hydrogen in Si [7] and using quantitatively controlled injection

of H by low energy ion implantation allowed to investigate both the correlation between electri-

cal properties and concentration of formed acceptor-H pairs and the efficiency of the pair forma-

tion as function of the introduced amount of hydrogen. In the case of InP, the exposure of the

crystal to a H plasma leads to surface decomposition due to the formation of PH3' This requires
the introduction of H through a protection cap like a thin layer of GalnAs [8]. The decomposi-

tion can also be avoided by implanting H with energies in the range of a few 100 eV.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In the present work undoped semi-insulating (lOO) oriented LEC GaAs and InP crystals
were used. Prior to doping by ion implantation all samples were etched to remove residual dam-

age from the polishing procedure. Implantation of radioactive IIIrnCd was performed at the on-
line isotope separator ISOLDE at CERN with an energy of 60 ke V and doses in the range be-
tween 1011 - 1012 cm-2 resulting in a maximal Cd concentration below 3.1017 cm-3. GaAs sam-

ples dedicated for electrical measurements were implanted with stable ll2Cd with 150, 320,

640 keY and doses of 2.1012, 1013, and 1.5.1013 cm-2, respectively. The resulting dopant pro-
files, as calculated by TRIM [9], are shown in Fig. 1. After implantation the samples were an-
nealed under flowing N2 in a rapid thermal annealing setup for 20 s (GaAs) or 10 s (InP). Sur-

face decomposition was minimized by the use of a face to face proximity cap consisting of the

respective material. The implanted and annealed samples were loaded with H by using a low en-

ergy implanter that provides a mass separated H+ beam with energies in the range from 150 to
400 eV and doses up to 1016 cm-2. For electri-
cal measurements, ohmic contacts were real-

ized by implantation of Be and subsequent
deposition of Mn and Au layers. For the calcu-
lation of specific resistivity and hole concen-

tration the implanted Cd profile was approxi-

mated by a 200 nm thick homogeneously
doped layer (1.35.1018 cm-3, dotted line in
Fig. I).

In a PAC experiment, the formation of a

5000 complex between a radioactive dopant atom,
lllrnCd in this case, and a defect is detected

by the observation of a characteristic electric

field gradient (efg) that is created by a devia-

tion of the electric charge distribution around

the probe atom from cubic symmetry and re-

sults in a modulation of the P AC spectrum
R(t). This modulation is composed of a fre-

quency triplet described by its lowest

frequency vQ=eQVz/h (Q is the probe's nuclear quadrupole moment and Vzz the largest
component of the efg tensor). The amplitude of the modulation reflects the fraction of

radioactive dopant atoms forming defect complexes and the ratios of the frequencies and the

amplitudes of the triplet components are determined by the symmetry and orientation of the

observed complex [10]. The short half-life of the acceptor IllrnCd (48 min) requires a new

sample for every annealing step in an isochronal annealing sequence. A complete annealing

sequence is therefore composed by data points normalized to the observed fraction of Cd-H pairs
measured after H loading but before annealing for 600 s at the given annealing temperature.
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Fig.I: Calculated dopant profiles for Cd im-

planted into GaAs with 60 keV for PAC measure-

ments and for a triple Cd implantation used for

Hall effect measurements. The dotted line repre-
sents the approximation used for calculating spe-
cific resistivities and hole concentrations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cd-H Pairs in GaAs

Prior to the low energy H loading the triple Cd-implanted layer is typically characterized

by a specific resistivity of 0.06 Qcm and a hole concentration of 1.1018 cm-3. This corresponds
to a carrier mobility of about 100 cm2V-Is-I, what is known to be a typical value for implanted
p-type layers [11]. After low energy H+ implantation at 295 K (l50 eV, 2.8.1014 cm-2) a signifi-

r

cant change of resistivity, carrier concentration, and mobility is observed. The specific resistivity
is increased by a factor of 10, whereas the carrier concentration drops to 1.4.1017 cm-3. This
corresponds to a 90% deactivation of Cd acceptors. The formation of Cd-H defect complexes
after low energy H implantation into identically treated GaAs samples with a shallower Cd pro-
file (Fig. 1) was already proved by PAC [5]. Accordingly, we conclude that the observed decline
of carrier concentration corresponds directly to the formation of Cd-H pairs after low energy H
implantation. Unfortunately, up to now it was not possible to perform simultaneous electrical
and PAC measurements in the same samples; nevertheless, a totally different behavior of H
concerning the formation of Cd-H pairs in the broader Cd profile after triple implantation is
rather unlikely.

In contrast to other H loading procedures, Le. plasma loading, low energy implantation al-
lows to determine the exact amount of introduced H-atoms and thereby the efficiency of the
passivation process. The observed passivation of 90% of the Cd acceptors corresponds to the
formation of about 2.4.1013 cm-2 Cd-H pairs, because the total implanted Cd dose is 2.7.1013
cm-2. Using the total H dose of 2.8.1014 cm-2 it is estimated that roughly 10% of the implanted
H atoms form pairs with Cd atoms under these conditions.

The stability of the Cd-H pairs and the
influence of the dissociation of pairs on the
electrical properties like specific resistivity p,
carrier concentration p, and mobility 11was
investigated in an isochronal annealing ex-
periment. The results as function of the an-
nealing temperature are shown in Fig. 2. The
specific resistivity starts to decrease at 350 K
from its initial value of about 0.9 Qcm and

reaches the value of 0.1 Qcm after annealing
above 500 K (Fig. 2a). The hole concentra-
tion, shown in Fig. 2b, exhibits a more pro-
nounced annealing stage between 450 and
500 K. Annealing above 500 K leads to a
carrier concentration of 6.1017 cm-3 reflecting
that about 50 % of the Cd atoms are now

contributing to the electrical conductivity.
From the comparison of p and p in Fig. 2 it is
obvious that the increase of p occurs at higher
annealing temperatures than the decline of p.
This difference is directly reflected in the
calculated Hall mobility IlH shown in Fig. 2
(bottom). After the H implantation IlH is
lowered to 50 cm2V-Is-l, subsequent
annealing leads first to an increased carrier
mobility which finally declines again to the
typical value of 100 cm2V-Is-I for the Cd
implanted layer only. The decrease of mobility
between 420 and 500 K is in good agreement
with the increase of carrier concentration and

matches quite well to the known relation
between mobility and hole concentration in
GaAs [12]. Therefore, we conclude that the in-
crease of carrier concentration between 450
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Fig. 2: Electrical properties of Cd doped GaAs
after low energy H+ implantation (150 eY,

2.8.1014 cm-2) as function of the annealing tem-

perature: specific resistivity p (top), carrier con-

centration p (middle) and carrier mobility JlH
(bottom).
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and 500 K reflects the dissociation of Cd-H pairs. More astonishing is the rather low mobility
directly after the H implantation, since one would assume that the H atoms neutralize charged
scattering centers in the sample which should lead to an increase of mobility. Obviously H
implanted into GaAs at ambient temperature has an additional influence on the electrical

properties, beside the formation of passivating acceptor-H pairs. The formation of additional H-
related defects which anneal already below 400 K might explain the observed behavior of the

mobility [13].

In order to compare the stability of Cd-H
pairs as seen by electrical measurements with

that one seen by PAC [5] both results are

compared in Fig. 3. The normalized Cd-H
fraction was calculated from the hole concen-

tration in the following way: It is assumed that
the hole concentration p after annealing at 600

K reflects the actual Cd concentration cCd in
the sample. The concentration of Cd-H pairs is

then expressed by (cCd - peT A))' This value is
plotted in Fig 3, normalized to the

concentration of pairs observed directly after

H implantation (closed circles). For

comparison, the fraction of Cd-H pairs as

obtained by PAC is also shown in Fig. 3 (open
circles). Both sets of data were analyzed using

a single step dissociation model as it is
described by Pearton et al. [14], assuming an
attempt frequency of 1013 s-I. The best fits of
this model to the data are shown as solid

lines. According to this analysis the electrical

measurements reveal a higher dissociation energy Eo of about 1.56(10) eV compared to the

value obtained from PAC measurements (Eo = 1.35(10) eV). In order to understand this

difference, one has to take into account that a more complicated reaction, including diffusion or

retrapping of H, is necessary to describe properly the dissociation of acceptor-H pairs [15]. From

reverse bias annealing experiments it was concluded that H is positively charged after the

dissociation from the acceptor [16]. Therefore, any electric field in the passivated layer could

have strong impact on the H mobility and thereby also on the apparent stability of dopant
neutralization. The surface band bending in samples with the narrower Cd profile extends deeper

producing thereby a local electric field which is increasing the effective diffusivity of the H+ into

the bulk material away from the Cd probes. In the triple implanted samples a higher apparent
stability due to retrapping of H at the Cd acceptors is observed, because the broader dopant

profile (Fig. 1) is screening the electric field more effectively. Additionally, the higher

retrapping probability at higher Cd concentration increases the apparent stability, as well.
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Fig. 3: Comparision of the stability of Cd-H pairs

in GaAs as function of the annealing temperature

as observed by PAC (open circles) and by Hall
effect measurements (closed circles).

Cd-H Pairs in InP

Similar to the investigation of Cd-H pairs in GaAs [5] the formation of these pairs was
studied in InP. In Fig. 4 the R(t) spectra and the corresponding Fourier transforms F(O)) of
IIlmCd doped InP samples implanted with 150 eV H+ at 370 K to a dose of 3.1014 cm-2 are
shown. The upper spectrum (a) was recorded with y detectors placed along <100> lattice direc-
tions, the lower one (b) with the detectors set along the <Ill> directions. The amplitudes of the

modulation of the R(t) spectrum reveals that about 40 % of the IIImCd atoms are exposed to a
non-vanishing axially symmetric efg, which is characterized by vQ =484(1) MHz. The absence

.......
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of the two higher Fourier components in the measurement with detectors along <Ill> direction
(Fig. 4b) proves that the axially symmetric efg is oriented along the <111> lattice direction. The

identification as Cd-H complex is supported by the following facts: The low implantation energy
of 150 eV is not sufficient to produce a significant amount of intrinsic lattice defects, because the
maximal transferred kinetic recoil energy is about 8 eV. On the other hand, low energy implan-
tation of 150 eV Ar+ with a dose of 3.1014 cm-2 at 370 K, which produces intrinsic defects by
displacement of lattice atoms, does not lead to the formation of any well defined defect complex.

Furthermore, the same efg was observed by Baurichter et al. [17] in a PAC experiment in a InP
sample that was exposed to a H-plasma.

Fig. 4: PAC spectra R(t) (left) and their corresponding Fourier spectra (right) of InP
doped with lllmCd and implanted with 3.1014 H+cm-2 (E=150 eV) at 370 K. The

spectra have been recorded with detectors along <100> (top) and <111> (bottom)
lattice directions.

Fig. 5: Normalized fraction of Cd-H pairs in 1nP as

function of the annealing temperature. The solid line

corresponds to the best fit with a dissociation energy
ED=1.8(l) eV and an attempt frequency of 1013 s-I. The

dashed lines indicate the error due to the scattering of
the data points.

In order to determine the stability

of the formed Cd-H pairs an isochronal

annealing experiment was performed

with H loaded IIImCd doped InP sam-

ples in the same way as the investigation
in GaAs. Fig. 5 shows the Cd-H fraction

after annealing normalized to the

fraction of Cd-H pairs before annealing.
It is obvious that annealing at about
600 K leads to the dissociation of almost

all Cd-H pairs. The scattering of the data

points results from the use of a new

sample for each temperature. Assuming

a single step dissociation of the complex
and an attempt frequency of 1013 s-I a

dissociation energy ED = 1.8(1) eV

yields the best fit to the experimental
data (solid line in Fig. 5). The H loading

procedure does not seem to influence the

apparent stability of passivation since

Baurichter et al. have found the same Eo
value after H plasma loading [17].
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By varying the H implantation temperature it was found that the optimal implantation

condition for the formation of Cd-H pairs is obtained at about 370 K allowing a fast migration of
H from the surface to the dopant atoms and the formation of the Cd-H complex. Since in GaAs
the optimal Cd-H formation condition occurs after implantation at 300 K, H seems to be less

mobile in InP then in GaAs. This higher migration energy would additionally explain the higher
ED value in InP, which was explained through the stronger P-H bond, compared to the As-H
bond in GaAs by Chevallier et al. [4].

SUMMARY

Using PAC and Hall measurements a quantitative correlation between the introduced
amount of hydrogen, the formation of Cd-H pairs, and the reduction of holes in GaAs has been

shown. The determination of the stability of Cd-H pairs shows an apparent higher stability as de-
termined by Hall effect measurements compared with the dissociation of the pairs which is di-
rectly observable by PAC. Using low energy hydrogen implantation, the formation of Cd-H
pairs in InP has been detected and their stability has been determined.

This work has been supported by the German-Israel Foundation for Scientific Research &

Development (contract No. 1-1599-303.1187) and by the Bundesminister flir Forschung und
Technologie.
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ABSTRACT

The effect of hydrogen plasma on the electrical properties of low-
temperature-grown GaAs (LT-GaAs) is reported. LT-GaAs epitaxiallayers,
2um thick were grown on a <100>, semi-insulating GaAs (SI GaAs)
substrate using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at 300°C. Some of the
samples were annealed in- situ at 600°C for 1 hour. These LT-GaAs
samples were then subjected to hydrogen plasma at 300°C in a parallel-plate,
low-frequency (30KHz) system for varying times up to a maximum of 13
hours. Current through the LT-GaAs layers as a function of voltage (I-V),
temperature (I-T), and time (I-t) was measured between two surface contacts
formed by thermal evaporation of Au. Evidence of partical defect
passivation found in the electrical characteristics of hydrogenated LT GaAs is
presented. These include reduced current at low temperature «210K) and
reduced current activation energy at high temperature (>320K).

I. Introduction

A wide variety of semiconductors exhibit altered electrical
characteristics upon exposure to hydrogen plasma created by ac-discharge. In
some cases this semiconductor modification scheme has a favorable impact on
the performance of a device and is used routinely in its fabrication [1]. In
other cases it is an effective tool to probe defects in semiconductors due to
the interaction of atomic hydrogen with such defects [2-5]. A central idea of
hydrogenation in semiconductors is defect passivation, either intrinsic
(dangling bonds, grain boundaries, etc.) or extrinsic (dopants, ion-
implantation / reactive ion etching damage, etc.), and there have been
numerous reports on hydrogenation of materials such as amorpholls Si, poly-
Si, crystalline Si, GaAs, InP. However, hydrogenation of low-tempera ture-
molecular-beam-epitaxial grown GaAs (LT MBE GaAs), a IT...1terialof recent
vintage, has never been reported. LT MBE GaAs exhibits [6], among other
anomalolls characteristics, high defect density, whose mechanistic origins are
a focus of debate. Two distinct conduction mechanisms have been proposed,
the defect-band hopping model [7] and the buried Schottky model [8], but
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